
Diversity and Inclusion Lab
An interactive programme which equips teams and leaders to 
embed a continuous process of reflection and improvement, 
creating an inclusive organisational culture.



A culture that values difference encourages 

staff to express diverse ideas. Diverse ideas 

lead to greater creativity and innovation.

Sign up today, at 

WeAreIVE.org/Diversity

https://weareive.org/hothouse/diversity-inclusion-labs/


Our Approach

programme overview

- Previous client.

A gentle, informative, accessible introduction to a new topic. A good balance of information, 

group discussion and opportunities to raise specific concerns.

Our Labs provide a structured, reflective space for you 

and your team to increase your awareness and 

understanding of unconscious bias and how it can affect 

daily working lives and impact on organisational culture 

and performance. 

We invite participants to reflect on how diversity and 

inclusion are currently approached, to co-create an 

organisational Vision of Inclusion, and to set the change 

in motion.

With Diversity and Inclusion comes:

• the ability to better reflect and respond to 

staff, client and customer needs.

• perception of the business as being fair, 

having integrity and promoting positive 

values.

• a greater understanding of and appreciation 

for existing and potential key stake-holders.

• a sense of every team member being valued 

promoting staff engagement, wellbeing and 

productivity.

https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.cleanpng.com%2Fpng-quotation-marks-in-english-punctuation-quotes-826034%2Fpreview.html&psig=AOvVaw1XHstaGLuIaxVEiq6lnqee&ust=1586521073472000&source=images&cd=vfe&ved=0CAIQjRxqFwoTCNCV4-Cp2-gCFQAAAAAdAAAAABAD


Course Delivery

The Diversity and Inclusion Lab runs over three 2-hour 

workshops delivered via Zoom, employing a mix of 

presentation, video, discussion and small group 

activities.

Between sessions, there is a 1-2-month gap in which 

participants are required to complete developmental 

tasks and activities both individually and as a group.

content & outcomes

- Previous client.

Having made that commitment […] meant that there were dedicated moments in my work 

life that I had to focus on [Diversity and Inclusivity], and nothing else, which [was] valuable.

Course Content

Session One
• Drivers of Inclusion
• The Equality Act
• Unconscious Bias
• Key Concepts of Inclusion

Session Two
• Organisational Culture and Inclusion
• Stages of Transformational Change
• Auditing Organisational Culture
• Visions of Inclusion

Session Three
• Agreeing a Shared Vision of Inclusion
• Strategies to Make Change Happen
• Action Planning



Who is it for?

This course is for staff, teams and leaders in any 

industry who want to develop their understanding of 

unconscious bias and work together to fully embed 

Diversity and Inclusion throughout an organisation.

This training is appropriate for all employees within an 

organisation. Previous feedback on our approach has 

highlighted that “status is left at the door” and truly 

effective teams emerge regardless of role or position.

Dates and prices

Prices depend on the training time and number of 

participants. 

We begin with an initial discussion before the lab starts 

with the course convenor, to better understand aims and 

hopes for outcomes of the process.

We then follow up at either 6 or 12 months in order to 

measure impact and offer further support. 

dates & prices

To enquire or discuss a bespoke session, please contact Sharon Le Goff: 

SharonL@WeAreIVE.org

0113 322 3050

mailto:SharonL@WeAreIVE.org


Sarah Mumford, Programmes Director at IVE, has been 

delivering this and previous iterations of the 

programme since 2016. 

Sarah Beckett, IVE’s Senior Cultural Education 

Manager, has been delivering the programme since 

2018. 

Being able to reflect and play around and discuss and think, have space to think;

being given tools for all of that was really, really useful.
- Previous client.

Our Facilitators

about us



The IVE Studio aims to inspire the next generation of 

young leaders through a variety of creative 

programmes designed to develop the 21st century skills 

needed to navigate the future.

As the Arts Council Bridge Organisation for Yorkshire 

and Humber we work with education, arts, cultural and 

youth sectors to make sure all children and young 

people have access to great arts and cultural 

opportunities.

The IVE Hothouse is a progressive training company 

that places human creativity at the heart of business 

productivity and innovation. 

We grow creative, future-ready leaders through 

tailored, experiential & reflective training and industry 

led, work-based apprenticeships that prepare senior and 

middle managers with the skills they need to lead 

effective and resilient teams in uncertain times.

Building a Creative Nation 

That Embraces Change
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